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REFLECTION ON THE RESEARCH 
OF LATE MEDIEVAL GLASS IN BOHEMIA. 

RESUL TS, PROBLEMS AND OUTLOOKS 

by 

Dagmar HEJDovA 

Museum of Decorative Arts, Prague 

At the Eighth International Congress on Glass in London, two years ago, 
Dr. Harden summarised the research done that had been published hitherto in 
various publications by English, French, Belgian and Dutch authors e). In this 
way he presented concisely a general survey of the development of the medieval 
glass in the west and it is to his credit and to his perspicacious knowledge that 
we have a clear picture of what exactly is known nowadays about these problems. 
He was not only following the development of the types, but simultanously 
attention has been paid to the development and changes in the technology, as well 
as to the questions, where from certain types and techniques had derived. It was 
been Dr. Harden's work that has induced me to speak on the research of medieval 
glass in our country. Here I should like to present e short outline on the work 
that has so far been done especially in the research of late medieval glass in our 
country and to demonstrate by means of some concrete examples the prospects 
and the required guidelines in further research. The point is to contribute to the 
general knowledge of the production of the medieval glass at least by the illuci
dation of problems as they have become evident in this area. The numerous 
archaeological finds, that have been made recently and that are in principle quite 
different from those finds in the west in types, decoration and maybe even in 
the compound of glass certainly challenges us to illucidate some of the problems. 

Adequate to the higher and more captious claims of the society in the 
14th century even the quantity and the quality of artisans and craftsmen's 
productIOn took on an ascending trend. Under these conditions even the number 
o.f glass-works in our country was increasing as the demand for more glass at that 
~Ime requ.ired. The production of glass, in comparison with the former one, 
Increased In general enormously. Considering then all preserved relics of the home 

GI (1) HARDEN, D.B., Med,e1)al glass In the west . Eighth International Congless on 
ass, London, 1968. Edited by Society of Glass Technology, Sheffield, 1969, pp. 97-111. 
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glass production, we may claim, that the medieval glass production in Bohemia 
is divided at least from the 14th century onward into three main, technically 
different branches : l. the producing of stained glass panes, 2. the producing 
of mosaic glass stones, and 3. the producing of glass vessels. 

Dr. Frantisek Matou5, recently deceased, occupied himself with the illuci
dation on Bohemian stained glass windows, preparing the publication «Corpus 
vitrearum medii aevi» at the request of Unesco e). Although this work beeing 
completed, it is still pending publication. Also Mr. Ludvik Losos wrote on the 
stained glass windows of the 14th century his theme work, which I had a chance 
to read through myself ca ) . It is known that in consequence of internal upheavals, 
wars or succeedingly executed rebuildings only a slight fraction of the one-time 
large number of glass windows has been preserved, today represented particularliy 
by a few specimens of the second half of the 14th century. Here should be 
mentioned those stained glass windows, the designs of which have been rightly 
connected with the works made by the outstanding painters at the court of 
Charles IV, King of Bohemia. The principles of their style were clearly expressed 
both on the glass window in the Chapel of St. Catherine in the King's Castle 
Karlstej n, which according to Mr. Losos dates back to 1360 (4), and on the three 
glass windows from the St. Bartholomew's Church in KoHn n. Labem, which was 
built between 1360-1378 by the building contractors of Peter Parler, former 
builder of the St. Vitus Cathedral in Prague. The windows of KoHn originated 
probably subsequently during the seventies and eighties of the 14th century (5). 
The other stained glass windows, kept now in the museums, can hardly fill the 
gaps in our scares records to enable us to figure out a synthetic estimate of this 
branch of glass production and to work out a realistic review on the level of its 

value at that time. 

The annalist Benes Krabice of Veitmile gives a brief comment on the glass 
mosaic showing «The Last Judgment », which had been made during the years 
13 70-13 71 over the southern portal of the Cathedral in Prague, commissioned by 
King Charles IV ( li). It represents a work, absolutely unique not only in Bohemia, 
but also in the whole Central Europe as well (7). Professor Antonin Matejeek 

(2) The work was elaborated in the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Institute for 

the History of Art . 
(3) Losos, 1., Pocatky ceske goticke sk lomalby. Theme work on the Philosophica l 

Faculty of the Charles University in Prague, 1967. Unpublished . 

(4) Ibid. , pp. 48-55. 
(5) MATE)CEK, Ant. , in : D ejepis 1Jytva1'neho umeni v Cechach I , Praha (Manes) , 

1931, p. 309 . - LOS05, op. cit ., pp. 56-63. 
(6) MATE)CEK, Ant. , D c/S M osaikbild des Jun gsten G e1'ichtes am Prager D ome, ]ahr

buch des Kunsthistorischen Institutes der k.k. Zentralkommission fur Denkmalpflege, IX, 
1915 (Wien), pp. 106-139. _ HETTES, K. , On the Origin of the Glass of the St. V itus 
M osaic in Prague, Czechoslovak Glass Review, 13, 1958, No. 5, pp . 3·8. - PETAS, Fr. , 
D as Jiingste Gericht, Prag (Artia) , 1958. 

(7) MATE)CEK, Das M osaikbild, p. 139. 
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claimed up early as 1915, where the style of the mosaic pertain~d to and right up 
to now we accept his view as regards the author of the design of the whole 
composition, whom we consider to be a member belong ing to. th.e group of artists 
at the royal court. After the mosaic had been restored w the fifties of thiS century 
and chemical analyses of the glass stones used had been carried out, Mr. HetteS 
succeeded in revealing a surprising fact. These analyses proved that the compound 
of the glass stones corresponded to the chemical compound of the Bohemian 
stained g lass windows. Therefore, according to his opinion, not only the style 
of the design, but also the material of the mosaic fit in the Bohemian setting. 
Only in one point the views differ, i.e. whether even the settwg of. the mosaic has 
been made by domestic artisans independently, or by domestIC artisans under the 
supervision of an Italian expert, or by Venetian artisans entirely. 

The complex of questions concerning those just mentioned branches of 
glass producing has to be considered as closed for the time being, as any new 
discoveries of glasswindows or mosaic are not li kely. Contrary to that, there 
remains of course and for some time there is going to remain a certai n number 
of questions open as to the production of glass vessels and other specimens. 

With the activity of the court group of artists is certainly connected the 
application of the small, round, convex mirror glasses covering the vaulted ceiling 
in the Chapel of the H oly Cross in the Castle Karlstejn (S) . A closer examwat.lOn 
of the mirrors has not yet been carried out, but being aware of those tech111cal 
experiences that had led to the producing of the glass ~tones with overlaid go~den 
foils on the mosaic of the St. Vitus Cathedral, we might assume the Fosslbillty, 
that even those convex mirror roundels could have been produced in Bohemia. 
However, this problem can be solved only by means of chemical analyses . 

Dr. Emanuel Poche pointed out in his lecture at the VIIIth International 
Congress on Glass in London in 1968 a~other, exceptional technique of g lass 
production (9). He assumed that w Bohemia were made glass w.tagllOs that were 
used for decoration by goldsmiths besides precious stones. The Impuls an~ com
mission for it had come no doubt from the King himself. This questIOn of 
application of glass in the jewelery trade should be more examined in future, 
as there is a certain tradition of it, which can be traced to varIOUS degrees of 
perfection and execution from the 10th till to the 18th century. 

The results of some archaeological researches of the last 15-20 years have 
substantially aided to clear the view on the state of the production of glass vessels 
in the 14th and 15th centuries in Bohemia. Mr. Hettes and Mrs. Brozova have 

(8) D voRAKoVA, V . - M ENCLOVA, D ., KariJtejn, Praha, 1965 , p. 166, repr. No. 15 3 
and 160. - STE)SKAL, K , Spo,' 0 Theodo,.ika pok,.acttje ( II ) , Vm eni, XVII, 1969, pp. 465 
and 468 . 

. ( 9) POCHE, Em. , D ie antike T.-adition in de,. Glask tmst zlIr Zeit Karls IV , S tu d i ~~ 
In Glass History and D eS ign - Papers read to Committee B SeSSIOns of the VIIIth lnte 
national Congress on Glass, held in London 1st-6th July, 1968, pp. 66-67. 
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done some further research into some of the vessels, the origin of which had 
been known for some time ("0), whereas the recent finds from a well in PI zeD 
made in 1963 have been under discussion of my colleague Mr. N echvatal and 
myself (11). At present other colleagues, Mrs . Starkova, Mr. Fryda and Miss 
Leheckova are elaborating no less interesting glass discoveries from the wells in 
Prague and Hradec Knilove, as well as from very recently discovered pits in PI zeD 
and Kutna Hora, and I am busy with a group of glass found in a pit in Opava. 
On all these sites there were excavated a lot of g lass fragments and it seems that 
- except for the well-known beakers of the Bohemian type - there emerges 
a group of entirely different types that are - as far as evidence is available _ 
without analogy. They have been restored from small fragments by means of 
measurements and by sketches of shapes, the proportions of which had been 

Fig. 6 

No. /'0) H ETns, K , Bohemian M ediaeval Glass, Czechoslovak Glass Review, .13, 195 8, 
H · , pp. 2-6 and No. 12, pp. 4-9. - H ETns K A SJglujJeant Cont1'1butJ011 to tbe Istory j B h . , , 
BO o emJan Glass-Making, Czechos lovak Review, XIV, 1959, No . 5, pp. 15-18. -

P ~OZOVA, ]. - REZNICKOVA, Sklenena eise ze Sezim01lCI Vsti c/ jeji. ,.ekonsl1'ttkee, Pamcitkovci 
ece, 26, 1966, pp. 19-22. . 

, PI (111 H EJDoVA, D . - NEcHvATAL, B. , Studie 0 st"edovekem skle 11 Cechcieh. - Ncilez 
~ Zl1e, 0111; uliee, Pamatky archeologicke, L VIII-2 , 1967, pp. 433-498. 
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corrected by mathematical evaluation. I am not going to discuss here the individual 
types in detail, I am mentioning them n~erely for t~e illuc~dation of some problems 
that are arising in this connectIOn. At this stage of 111terestmg and partly surpnsmg, 
but hitherto merely partially evaluated results of study I consider it essential to 
reflect for a while and to consider critically in which way further research might 
be approached . I am now trying to sum up these questions in several items. 

1. The restoration of fragmentary discovered glass vessels is the very first 
condition that might enable us to continue the study of medieval glass in Bohemia. 
We are aware that this is a tedious and challenging work, especially for those 
restorers who have not been familiar with this kind of work so far. With the 
improvement in the restoration technique we shall have to verify the auxiliar 
method of mathematical evaluation which has been experimentally applied in the 
Museum of Decorative Art in Prague. It might become a relevant corrective, 
above all in those cases, where the number of preserved fragments does not 
provide the data required for the reconstruction of the complete shape of the 

vessel. 

2. According to the accepted practice we keep to the stratigraphy and to the 
accompanying pottery in determining the relative chronology, which however 
gives us mostly a rather wide range for dating. This for example is the case with 
the glass discovery in Opava accompanied by pottery, according to which it may 
belong to various dates during the whole 14th century. Besides the beakers of 
the Bohemian type the finds include even a tall beaker with applied pincered 
bands, a large cylindrical vessel and a fragment of a jug. This is also the case 
with the group of glass fragments discovered within the precincts of the royal 
residence in Kutmi Hora. There, besides small prunted beakers and large vessels. 
with downward drawn drops come from this older strata dating from the late 
14th and early 15th century even large beakers decorated by rather large prunts, 
applied ribs or mould-blown ribbing. For the glass vessels from Sezimovo Usti 
we have only the terminus ante quem given by the destroying of the place in 1420. 
The lot excavated in the well in Plzen may be dated from the end of the 14th till 
to the middle of the 15th century. Except for the well-known beakers of the 
Bohemian type there was found in Plzen a large vessel with drops drawn into 
ribs _ a counterpart to that one found in Kutna Hora - , ribbed bottles and 
« Kuttrolfs» with pincered decoration - specimens similar to those discovered 
recently in the pits on other sites in Plzen. The dating of some types is proved by 
Bohemian illuminated manuscripts from the end of the 14th century (the manu
script of Willehalmus and the Bible of King Wenceslaus IV) , where the beakers 
of the Bohemian type, the prunted barrel-shaped beakers - as we know them 
from Plzen and Kutna Hora -, conical beakers and a slightly club-shaped beakers 
are shown. In consequence certain criteria for the earlier and later dating are 
arising, however more detailed attention will have to be paid to the closer 
chronology of single types and to the range of their occurence, as well as to the 
continuation of finding out iconographical sources. 
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3. In connection with the chronology is the study of th . . . . . d 'f ose speCimens found 
In certam vanatlOn on I ferent sites, as for instance the be k f h . 

Th 
. . a ers 0 t e Bohemian 

type. e questIOn anses, whether these proportional or of db ' . . b h h nee e technical 
vanatles are to e t oug t as the result of a different worksh . 
result of the time-interval. op-practlce or as the 

4. In order to elaborate a more complete survey a closer atte t' h 

b 
'd h h' n IOn oug t to 

e pal to t e Istory of the all sites known to the possible or probabl I ' 
b th

' d ' e re atlOn 
etween ese sites an the glass vessels in these places a d t th I . 11 h' . . ' n 0 e eventual 

re atlOns amon~ a t ose sites. I consider It advisable to reflect simultanousl 
even on the activity of the glassworks in the environment or I'n th . f h

Y 

I 
.. . . e region 0 t e 

s~tt ements m questIOn . !he archaeological mvestigation of the destroyed medieval 
sites of glassworks, which we have got records of might b h I f I ' I' h bl . , e e p u 111 so V111g 
t ese pro ems, though our expenence in excavating such sites did not produce 
any prove as to the products . However, those negative results need not necessarill 
be the rule (21) . Y 

5 .. There is . another pressing point which cannot be left unmentioned here 
and thl~ IS the mvestlgatlOn of the technological proceedings of the productiol~ 
and the:r develop~nent since the earliest time of local glassmaking. The reliable 
elaboratIOn of thiS part could be done of course only on the condition , that 
analyses are systematically carried out and evaluated, which regrettably so far have 
been rat~er sketchy. However, the problem of these analyses enable us to achieve 
ab successive solutIOn, as a kind of systematical technological investigation might 

e accessible. 

h 6. Additionally I consider it extremely important to draw attention to the 
. Yhothetlcal, but probable Import of foreign products to our territory and to their 
m uen~e on the domestic glassmaking. These possibilities had just been mentioned 
~n~, t ey need however a closer exemplification and historical reasoning If 
l~themla seems t? have been an area with a quite specific glassproduction in' the 

f 
century, thiS production no doubt had not arisen all at once nor isolated 

rom any stimulus A k h d' . w'th h .' s nown, t e pro uctlOn 111 our area, started in the 9th century 
I t e producmg of gl b d . I . th t h . ass ea s, was successive y developmg and only after 
e ec nJCal level had be . d' bl We en raise It was a e to reach an outstanding expression . 

may assume that th f' . I' h d h ' . . . but th t h ' e orelgn stlmu I a t elr slg111iJcance in this country 
a t ey underwent certa' I I h ff ' . .. . ' regio h In oca c anges, a ectmg the mSplratlOn 111 all 

ns, were an appro . t I h' h I I d condit" P f pna e y Ig cu tura stan art has prepared convenient 
Ions. ro essor Jo ef Cb lk I connect' s I u ' a, our ate teacher always pointed out in similar 

Ion . « Wh t h ' in the . ' . , a ever as been accepted, has been accepted and interpreted 
reCipient s wa Th' . h f y». IS ITI1g t 0 course concern not only the domestic 

XL (12) N EKUDA V SI' d k' kl " , VI, 1961 , ., 'e o11e a s arska pec 1/ Pocdtkdch, (;aso pis M oravskeho mUSe?l, 
Ars vitraria ' lPi9~77-8 2 . - HEJDOVA, A rcheologicky vyzkum skldn ke hute ve Sklena"icich, 

" , pp . 13-18 . 
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anshi but also those foreign regions, where the Bohemian glass-products 
workm Pb' t d to And the exporting and maybe the Influence of the might have een expor e . . . . 

. I k' the foreign one is another not less mterestmg pomt. Bohemian g assma ' mg on ' 

C I d · I would summarise these methodical comments in this .way : 
onc u mg .. , . t b d ect d 

the further research of the medieval glass In Bohemia IS gomg 0 . e Ir e 
artl into the depth, i.e. on the details, and partly on the range, l.e: on the 

histo~ical and stylistic relations. We may assume, that Cen~~l Et?e r:llght 
Proi 

duce in future some relevant results on the history of me leva g ass m gen~ra 
and from this point of view the presented problems deserved Justly this reflectIOn. 
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LE VERRE A DUBROVNIK 
AU XIV· 

ET PENDANT LA PREMIERE MOITIE DU XV· SIECLE 
D' APRES LES SOURCES ECRITES 

par 

le D" Verena H AN' 

Institut des Etudes balkaniques, Belgrade 

Tout ce que nous savons sur le verre et sa production a Dubrovnik au XIVe 

et dans la premiere moitie du xve siecle repose sur les sources documentaires 
conservees dans les Archives historiques de Dubrovnik. L ' etude de cette docu
mentation, quoique encore incompletement recueillie et publiee partiellement est 
justifiee pour plusieurs raisons. Cette etude est d'autant plus necessaire qu'il n'a 
pas ete conserve de vestige materiel d'ateliers de verrerie et d'objets en verre 
de l' epoque. De plus la documentation existante publiee jusqu' a present n' a pas 
ete presentee sous forme d' entite thematique, mais dans le cadre de contextes 
relatifs a d'autres problemes (l ) , ou bien certains documents d'archives, quelques
uns seulement d' ailleurs ont ete presentes avec ou sans commentaires (2 ). 
Cependant, etant don ne que les diverses informations sur la verrerie a Dubrovnik 
apparaissent depuis la premiere moitie du XIVe et jusque vers le milieu du 
xve siecle en une espece de suite continue, il nous a semble utile d' essayer, sur 
la foi des donnees deja publiees et nouvellement decouvertes, de donner une vue 
d'ensemble sur un aspect reste presque inconnu de la culture materielle de 

(1) Dans son etude sur l'artisanat rag usain aux xv" et XVI" siecies, D. ROLLEH a donne 
un aper>u som maire de I'art verrier de l' epoque, cf. D ubro valki zanati u x v i X V I sto lid:: 
~Les metIers ragusains aux XV· et XVI" siecies} , Zag reb, 1951, 137- 139 ; V. H AN a souligne 
I Importance de Dllbrovnik comme centre verrier et mediateur commercial fournissant de la 
marchandise de verre aux pays du centre des Balkans, cf. P1'oblemi oko porekla i stilet 
~tdnlo veko 1'nog stakla iz Srbije, B ome i H el'cegolline (Problems about the origin and style 

t~e medieva l g lass from Bosma and H erzegovma) , Zbormk 13, Muze) pnmen) ene umet
nostl, Beograd, 1969, 11-14. 

. ( 2)]. TADIC, Gmdja. 0 slikarsskoj skoli u D ubfOvniku X III -XVI v. (Monumenta res 
PTICtonas Ragllsinas illllstrantia a XIII ad XVI saee.) Beograd 1952 doe. 269 ; B. KREKIC, 

ro lS f · . ' ' ) 8 . , I 
I. Les 1CIg 'ffl e~!ts concernant .'es relettio 1U ent1'e D u bfO vnik ( Raguse) ,et I'1talie. etU XIV , SI~C e, 
G . ,!er1leu de M urano a. D ubrovmk et en Serb le dans la premIere mOltle du XIV slecie, 

OdlSn)ak Fil ozofskog fakulteta u N ovom Sadll , knj . IX, No vi Sad, 1966, does. 1, 2, 3. 
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